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Introduction to Research
§This study explores how Americans’ media
influences, racial and religious identity, and
political identification affect their fear of White
Supremacist organizations and their threat to
national security.
§The research is based on the data accumulated
from Chapman University’s 2018 Survey on
American Fears.
§On average, Americans who receive their news
from more conservative leaning outlets will fear
these organizations and their threat to national
security less than if they received their news from
more liberal outlets.
§The racial and religious identities targeted by
these organizations seemed to be an extremely
relevant indicator of the respondents’ fear of these
organizations.
§Americans’ political affiliation has a direct
correspondence to their level of fear of these
organizations..
§White Supremacist groups tend to be made up
of white, far-right identifying men.

Literature Examined
§Selepak & Sutherland find that political orientation
and religious identification are significantly related
to one’s agreement with the values of white
supremacist groups.
§With the help of the internet, these
organizations have been able to rebrand
themselves and target those who are white,
religious, and conservative as members.
§Their survey conducted at a southeastern
university finds a tie between white students’
political & religious orientation and their
agreement with United White Knights ideology.
§Brower proposes a solution to the mass fear of
White Supremacist groups by taking a look at what
individuals can do to overcome it and weaken the
groups.
§Through establishing personal values and
understanding where they come from one can
learn to appreciate the differences in
themselves and overcome their fears.
§Ferber discusses her journey as a Jewish women
in regard to her fear of White Supremacist groups.
She details how her research on such groups led
her to reflect on herself and her own racial identity.
§She contends that these groups operate out of
fear of the other and unknown rather than out of
hate.
§Her research and reflection ultimately allows
her to settle her own personal fears towards
these groups.

Findings

Hypotheses:
H 1: Americans’ fear of White Supremacist organizations increases when they do not receive their news from conservative
leaning outlets.
H 2:Jewish and African American persons are more likely than other groups to fear White Supremacist organizations.
H 3:Americans who identify as liberal are more likely than conservatives to fear White Supremacist organizations.

Data

H 2: Jewish and African American Persons

H 1: Media Influence
Cross Tabulation Results:
•Not afraid of White Supremacist organizations
•Fox News Viewers: 32.4%
•CNN Viewers: 13.6%
•Slightly Afraid of White Supremacist organizations
•Fox News Viewers: 29.2%
•CNN Viewers: 25.4%
•Afraid of White Supremacist organizations
•Fox News Viewers: 15.6%
•CNN Viewers: 16.7%
•Very afraid of White Supremacist organizations
•Fox News Viewers: 21.2%
•CNN Viewers: 42.4%
•Have not heard of White Supremacist organizations
•Fox News Viewers: 1.6%
•CNN Viewers: 1.9%

H 1: Media Influence
The results show that Americans who watch Fox
News regularly do not fear White Supremacist
organizations as much as those who watch CNN
regularly. 32.4% of Fox News viewers are not
afraid of these groups while only 13.6% of CNN
viewers feel that way. At the other end of the
spectrum, only 21.2% of Fox News viewers are
very afraid while 42.4% (almost half) of CNN
viewers are very afraid.
H 2: Jewish and African American Persons
All three personal identities tested in the
regression (Judaism, non-Hispanic and Hispanic
African Americans) were discovered to be
statistically insignificant to one’s fear of White
Supremacist groups. This means the hypothesis
has failed.
H 3: Political Identification
The crosstabulation finds that the amount of
Liberals very afraid of White Supremacist groups is
extremely higher than conservative respondents.
On the other end of the spectrum, the amount of
conservatives who do not fear these groups is
much higher than the amount of Liberal
respondents.

H 3: Political Identification

Conclusions

Key
1: Conservative
2: Independent
3: Liberal
Table Interpretations
• The table measures how party
affiliation corresponds to fear of White
Supremacist organizations.
• It can be seen that the amount of
Liberal affiliates increase as the level of
fear increases, while the inverse is true
for Conservatives.

Regression Interpretation
•The regression table measures the statistical significance of
Jewish and African American persons’ fear of White Supremacist
organizations.
•The statistical significance of Jewish persons’ fear is .095, which
renders it statistically insignificant to the level of fear they possess
toward White Supremacist organizations. This means that the
respondents’ Jewish identity does not play a significant role in their
fear of these organizations.
•The statistical significance of non-Hispanic African American
persons’ fear of White Supremacist organizations is .014, which
renders it statistically insignificant to the level of fear they possess
toward these organizations. This means that the respondents’ racial
identity has not played a significant role in their level of fear.
•The statistical significance of Hispanic African Americans’ fear of
White Supremacist organizations is .015, which also renders it
statistically insignificant to the level of fear they possess toward
these organizations. This means that the respondents’ racial
identity has not played a significant role in their level of fear.
•The insignificance of all three factors from the accrued data
concludes that the hypothesis has failed.

§There is a correlation between the political
leaning of the two news outlets and the viewers
fear of White Supremacist groups. Those who view
Fox News regularly tended to fear the groups less
than those who viewed CNN regularly.
§There is a correlation between Party ID and fear;
Liberals are more likely than conservatives to fear
these groups.
§Racial and religious identity are both important
factors when assessing personal fear theoretically,
but has been discovered insignificant through the
statistical data accrued. This does not discount the
importance of these identities in the understanding
of identity and fear as a whole.
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